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Summary of the 

project 

VOCs are newly added substances for EANET and are noteworthy substances in perspective of 

achieving co-control of PM2.5 and ozone as VOCs are common precursors of both of them. In 

addition, VOCs monitoring is much more complex than other air pollutants as their approximate 

atmospheric lifetimes and characteristic sources. 

This project is starting from feasibility study for promoting  VOCs related capacity building in the 

EANET towards further implementation of such capacity building activities from 2024 to 2026, 

considering that VOCs were never treated as the target substances under EANET framework and 

VOCs related activities have never been conducted in the EANET . 

The objectives of the project are, understand the VOCs monitoring status in EANET, based on 
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understanding of VOCs status in pilot cities; Capacity building towards preparing for the VOCs 

monitoring in pilot cities; formulate policy implication to improve the VOCs management in 

coordinately controlling PM2.5 and ozone, and provide VOCs related policy recommendations to the 

pilot cities and other activities including VOCs related researches with pilot cities. 

The outcomes and lessons learned from this feasibility study will greatly contribute to other cities in 

the participating countries of the EANET. 

 

Background 

and Rationale 

The 23rd Session of the Intergovernmental Meeting (IG23) of the EANET was held virtually in 

November 2021 and made its historical progress to adopt the Decision related to expansion of the 

scope of the EANET. The to-be-expanded scope enables the EANET to cover more atmospheric 

environment related substances and their related activities. Among newly added substances, VOCs 

are noteworthy substances in the perspective of achieving co-control of PM2.5 and Ozone as VOCs 

are common precursor of both PM2.5 and Ozone.  

According to the Summary of the Fact Sheet of the EANET in 2020, PM2.5 concentrations observed 

in EANET monitoring sites significantly exceeded WHO Air Quality Guidelines in both years of 

2005 and 2021. Ozone concentrations observed in EANET monitoring sites were more serious than 

the ones of PM2.5, and only a few monitoring sites met WHO Air Quality Guidelines.  

In order to efficiently reduce both PM2.5 and Ozone concentrations in the EANET to achieve co-

control of PM2.5 and Ozone, understanding the VOCs concentration status in the EANET is crucial. 

However, VOCs emissions in each region often represent a complex mix of traffic, industry, 

solvents, waste burning, etc., and have a unique VOCs fingerprint that reflects its major sources. 

Moreover, this fingerprint evolves over time as levels of VOCs rise or fall in response to changing 

sources or environmental regulations. Therefore, focusing on the local/city level and monitoring 

city’s VOCs concentrations is more critical to exactly capture the whole air quality of the region, 

and is a crucial point for the EANET Participating Countries to collaboratively control PM2.5 and 

Ozone to meet their national standards.  

The EANET participating countries are implementing VOCs related policies and practices 

differentially considering their diversified priorities of national atmospheric environment 

management. In perspective of improving future abilities of VOCs monitoring and data analysis in 

whole EANET region, strengthening capacity buildings and providing technical support to pilot cities 

of Participating Countries of the EANET, especially those in the Southeast Asian region, on VOCs 

related activities will greatly contribute to air quality improvement in the EANET.  

Objectives 
 The objectives of this project consist of three parts. Specifically,  

Ø Understand the VOCs monitoring status in EANET, based on understanding of VOCs status in 

pilot cities.  

Ø Capacity building towards preparing for the VOCs monitoring in EANET. Concretely, draft 

and summarize VOCs monitoring elements to be included in the dry deposition monitoring 

manuals; develop capacity building/training materials of VOCs in EANET; trail implement the 

VOCs monitoring elements based on manuals in pilot cities in EANET. 

Ø Formulate policy implication to improve the VOCs management in coordinately controlling 

PM2.5 and Ozone, and provide VOCs related policy recommendations. 

Activities to Ø Capacity building on monitoring of acid deposition including related chemical substances with 



achieve Objectives quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) 

Ø Capacity building on promotion of data dissemination and utilization 

Ø Enhancement of cooperation and collaboration among EANET Participating Countries 

Links and relevance 

to existing policy 

process of the target 

areas and regional 

activities 

  As VOCs play a crucial role in formation of PM2.5, Ozone and other photochemical oxidants 

associated with urban smog, it is important to determine the occurrence, sources, and behavior of 

VOCs to establish effective air pollution abatement approaches. However, However, VOCs are 

just newly added into EANET target substances, monitoring methodology and data analysis ability 

should be strengthened and improved.  

 

Expected Outputs 

  The expected outputs are as follows; 

Ø Seeking support and expertise from supporting cities and candidate pilot cities of the 

participating countries of the EANET. 

Ø Summarizing and drafting and VOCs monitoring elements for future related manuals and 

discuss trail implementation in related cities. 

Ø Developing capacity building/training materials of VOCs. 

Ø Organizing VOCs related Workshops/Seminars to discuss and improve the above-mentioned 

manuals elements and capacity building materials. 

Ø Selecting project candidate pilot cities in the participating countries from the Southeast Asia 

region. 

 

Expected Outcome 

Through carrying out of this feasibility study in 2023 and its continued project for promotion of 

VOCs related capacity building in EANET from 2023 to 2026, gained experiences and insights in 

the target cities will greatly contribute to building future VOCs management capacities in other 

EANET cities. Furthermore, outputs and findings could be further utilized in improvement of 

VOCs related capacities in other Participating Countries of EANET.  

 


